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1: ceremonial magick | Spiral Nature Magazine
In this ground-breaking book, Lon Milo DuQuette explains the symbology of the cards in his Tarot of Ceremonial Magick,
a new deck published by Thelesis www.enganchecubano.com concept is a breakthrough for occultists of all paths.

I give these two examples of the power of body language in the book: Sit in a chair. Drop your shoulders and
put your hands between your legs so that your shoulders not only move down, but slightly together. Allow
your head and neck to drop so you are looking down. This is a posture of failure and unhappiness. Now try
saying that your life is a ruin. Stand up straight and tall. Put your shoulders back so your chest moves forward.
It has been discovered, through the work of psychologist Wilhelm Reich, and later through Neuro-Linguistic
Programming , that if you change your body language, you will change. The question is, how do you choose
the body language to achieve desired changes? This leads to the Tarot. This is because the images on the cards
will mentally, physically, and emotionally speak to you in some way. Part of this is that with some decks,
especially those with designs that have been around for awhile, the images have seeped into our minds and
hearts. Self-Change Through Tarot By combining the power of changing body language with that of
archetypal Tarot symbolism, we can work some of the greatest magic of all: An example I like to give is that
of a person who comes to realize that he is too egotistical and wants to change. First, I pick a card that just
reeks of the current situation you want to change. Note that this may have nothing to do with the divinatory
meaning of the card, just the image. The deck I frequently use for this is the Universal Tarot. The cards were
painted by master Italian illustrator Roberto De Angelis. Although they are based on the old Waite and Smith
designs, he really focused on the faces of the characters. Instead of the rather bland and blank images found on
older decks, each one of the faces is alive with feeling and emotion. So how does this card represent egoism?
The young boy has the Sun shining only on him. He proudly waves his banner. The banner has no words or
symbols. His egoism has removed him from reality. What do you think of me? His most important message is:
The image on the card is that of a man who has been tested in the world symbolized by his gray beard , but
who realizes he can find peace by giving blessings. This is symbolized by the position of his right hand a
traditional position of giving blessings and the crossed keys at his feet the keys to the kingdom of the Divine.
Even other spiritual people their spiritual nature is indicated by tonsured scalps realize his state of peace and
grace, and they kneel before him, not in servitude but in acceptance of his blessings. The Magic of Tarot The
technique for doing this magic is actually rather simple. Begin by doing your usual banishings. In your
magical circle , place two chairs at opposite sides of the circle. Have the person who wants to change use the
first chair to assume the position of the boy in The Sun card. Let the person really feel the heat of the Sun
coming down only on him. Let that person sense the sunflowers turned toward him. The person should feel
that only one thing matters in the universe. And what is that one thing? When the person deeply feels the
incredible egoism that is there, he or she should get up and start to move around the circle. It is like traveling
from where they were to where they want to be. The movement can be a walk, crawl, dance, or whatever is
deemed right. Finally, the person gets to the second chair. Sitting down, this magician assumes the position of
the Hierophant, including all the wisdom, kindness, caring, giving, etc. The person should stay in the chair
until he or she feels at home with those sensations. The ritual is then concluded. These are only the rudiments
of this magical technique. It also gives more complex versions where you use more than two cards, based on
the paths of the Tree of Life. Together, the book and the Universal Tarot make an excellent system for creating
powerful, life-changing energies. The book also shows you how to create your own Tarot spells, use the cards
as talismans , work with candles and color systems, perform kabbalistic pathworking , and much more. If you
are doing initiations in the Golden Dawn tradition, this deck is priceless. It is the first deck to include all of the
cards and all of the correct symbols as used by the Golden Dawn. It can also be used for Dancing the Tarot, in
ceremonial magic, and even with magical techniques such as spells and in candle magic that are not usually
thought of as ceremonial magic. One of the things I like to use it for resulted by accident. There is, however,
an assumption in all of this. That assumption is that we must know, beforehand, what the purpose is. But when
people do readings using the Tarot, they assume that there is going to be a relationship between the cards
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drawn and the client. Why not assume the same when doing magick? Here is a technique I use when wanting
to practice or do magic without having a specific purpose in mind. This technique only uses the Major Arcana
cards. If you are using the Golden Dawn Magical Tarot , you will also want to remove the extra card used in a
Golden Dawn initiation ritual. Do your usual banishings. Select one card and then use one of the following
techniques: Look at the card intensely as you spin around until you get very dizzy. With each inhalation, feel
or visualize energy coming into you. As you exhale, visualize projecting the energy out of your eyes and down
your arms which point toward the card. Repeat at a faster and faster rate until you begin to feel lightheaded or
you begin to lose your concentration. Perform this ritual outside at the top of a grassy hill. Protect the card
between your hands, lie on the grass and roll down the hill. Shout with loud vowel sounds Aaaahhhh! The
magic goes out for the purpose of the card, whatever that may be. Magick is something you are. He also
studied public speaking and music traditional and experimental on the university level. After a decade of
personal study and practice, he began ten years of teaching courses
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2: Tarot and Magick, Ceremonial Magick, Spells, Rituals
The Tarot of Ceremonial Magick is a brightly coloured Tarot deck with art that includes pieces from many systems,
overlaid with Hebrew, astrological and other assorted symbols.

Biography[ edit ] Born in Long Beach, California and raised in Columbus, Nebraska , he was an aspiring
studio musician and recording artist in the s, releasing two singles and an album, Charley D. DuQuette began
writing professionally in and has since published 16 books translated in 12 languages. They live in Costa
Mesa, California and have one son. Freemasonry , Tarot , Qabalah , ceremonial magick , the Enochian magick
of Dr. John Dee , and Goetic spirit evocation. He is perhaps best known as "an author who injects humor into
the serious subjects of magick and the occult. DuQuette occasionally appears on radio and television as a guest
expert on subjects involving the occult. Ordo Templi Orientis[ edit ] Since DuQuette has been a National and
International governing officer of Ordo Templi Orientis , a religious and fraternal organization founded in the
early part of the 20th century. Since he has been O. O [12] and the longest living member of the O. O after the
death of Phyllis Seckler. Books[ edit ] DuQuette, Lon Milo: Enochian World of Aleister Crowley: Enochian
Sex Magick, New Falcon, Sexual Evocation, New Falcon, Tarot of Ceremonial Magick: Enochian, Goetia,
Astrology, Weiser Books, My Life With the Spirits: The Magick of Aleister Crowley: Secrets of Magic and
Masonry, Ccc Publishing, Enochian Vision Magick, Weiser Books, Gentle Heretic, Ninety Three Records,
Magical Egypt, Cydonia, Inc. The Great Work, Cydonia, Inc.
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3: Tarot of Ceremonial Magick
The Tarot of Ceremonial Magick is by far the most informative, educational, and truly magickal Tarot decks that have
ever been created. A must have for any serious.

That Spiritualism was popular on both sides of the Atlantic from the s contributed to his success. His magical
teachings were free from obvious fanaticisms, even if they remained rather murky; he had nothing to sell, and
did not pretend to be the initiate of some ancient or fictitious secret society. He incorporated the Tarot cards
into his magical system, and as a result the Tarot has been an important part of the paraphernalia of Western
magicians. Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn[ edit ] Main article: Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn The
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn or, more commonly, the Golden Dawn was a magical order of the late
19th and early 20th centuries, practicing a form of theurgy and spiritual development. It was probably the
single greatest influence on twentieth century Western occultism. Some aspects of magic and ritual that
became core elements of many other traditions, including Wicca , [3] [4] Thelema and other forms of magical
spirituality popular today, are partly drawn from the Golden Dawn tradition. Aleister Crowley English author
and occultist Aleister Crowley often introduced new terminology for spiritual and magical practices and
theory. For example, he termed theurgy "high magick" and thaumaturgy "low magick". He also famously
spelled magic in the archaic manner, as magick , to differentiate "the true science of the Magi from all its
counterfeits. They may be a symbolic representation of psychological elements of the magician or of
metaphysical concepts. In Magick Book 4 , Part II Magick , Aleister Crowley lists the tools required as a circle
drawn on the ground and inscribed with the names of god, an altar, a wand, cup, sword, and pentacle, to
represent his true will , his understanding , his reason, and the lower parts of his being respectively. On the
altar, too, is a phial of oil to represent his aspiration, and for consecrating items to his intent. The magician is
surrounded by a scourge, dagger, and chain intended to keep his intent pure. An oil lamp, book of conjurations
and bell are required, as is the wearing of a crown, robe, and lamen. The crown affirms his divinity, the robe
symbolizes silence, and the lamen declare his work. The book of conjurations is his magical record , his
karma. In the East is the magick fire in which all burns up at last. Books of this genre, are records of magical
experiments and philosophical musings, giving instructions for invoking angels or demons, performing
divination and gaining magical powers, and have circulated throughout Europe since the Middle Ages. It is
common belief that magicians were frequently prosecuted by the Christian church, so their journals were kept
hidden to prevent the owner from being burned. Some claim that the new age occultism is a sham and
borrowed heavily from these old record books by the religious. Such books contain astrological
correspondences, lists of angels and demons, directions on casting charms, spells, and exorcism, on mixing
medicines, summoning elemental entities, and making talismans. Magical books in almost any context,
especially books of magical spells, are also called grimoires. Enochian magic[ edit ] Enochian magic is a
system of ceremonial magic centered on the evocation and commanding of various spirits that was the magical
exploration made by an English occultist Dr. It is based on the 16th-century writings of Dr John Dee and
Edward Kelley , who claimed that their information was delivered to them directly by various angels. It claims
to embrace secrets contained within the apocryphal Book of Enoch.
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4: Tarot Library at Sacred Magick: The Esoteric Library
The Tarot of Ceremonial Magick is a new deck created by DuQuette and published by U. S. Games. In this
groundbreaking book, he explains the symbology of the cards. On each card is shown the Zodiacal, Enochian,
Ceremonial, Goetic, Tattvic, and Elemental components, along with the card's place in each of those systems, and its
relationships to.

Magic of the Tarot. Paul, Minnesota, Llewellyn Publications, Eleven Lessons in the High Magickal Arts. By
Donald Michael Kraig. Woodbury, Minnesota, Llewellyn Publications, , Appendices, annotated bibliography,
index, pages. Tarot is the Only Tool You Need. Woodbury, Minnesota, Llewellyn Publications, Index,
bibliography, pages. Special Topics in Tarot. Foreword by Mary K. Paul, Minnesota, Llewellyn Publications.
Bibliography, index, pages. Practical Applications of Ancient Visual Symbols. New York, Jeremy P. Tarcher,
Penguin, , Appendices, tables, bibliography, index, pages. Tarot sysmbols from a psychological,
mythological, and cross-cultural perspective. Tarot of Ceremonial Magic: By Lon Milo Duquette. York
Beach, Maine, Samuel Weiser, Lima, Ohio, Fairway Press, Detailed study of magical systems related to the
Tarot. By Michael Osiris Snuffin. Index, bibliography, glossary, pages. The Tree of Life: An Illustrated Study
of Magic. Originally published in Woodbury, Minnesota, Llewellyn Publications, 3rd Edition, Banishing
Ritual in Tyson , Portable Magic, pp.
5: Start Learning Magick | www.enganchecubano.com
The tarot deck for this is out of print, i believe, but it is an amazing tool for learning the basics of ceremonial magicks. the
information described pictoraly in the cards is broken down in the book, from divinatory meaning to quabalistic,
enochian, and goetic imagery.

6: Tarot Of Ceremonial Magick | The Unified Esoteric Tarot
The Tarot of Ceremonial Magick is based on the Thoth deck as DuQuette was inspired by the works of Aleister Crowley.
There is a separate companion book for this deck called Tarot of Ceremonial Magick: A Pictorial Synthesis of Three
Great Pillars of Magick (Astrology, Enochian Magick, Goetia).

7: Lon Milo DuQuette - Wikipedia
In this ground-breaking book, Lon Milo DuQuette explains the symbology of the cards in his Tarot of Ceremonial Magick,
a new deck published by Thelesis Aura. The concept is a breakthrough for occultists of all paths. Each card is illustrated
with a list of the Zodiacal, Enochian, Ceremonial, Goetic.

8: Llewellyn Worldwide - Encyclopedia: Term: ceremonial magick
Tarot Major Arcana: Index to Links of Internet Resources, Books, Articles; Symbolism, Correspondences, Magick,
Iconography. Tarot of Ceremonial Magic: A Pictorial Synthesis of Three Great Pillars of Magick (Astrology, Enochian
Magick, Goetia).

9: Llewellyn Worldwide - Articles: Using the Tarot in Magick
Save tarot of ceremonial magick to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. + Items in search results Tarot of
Ceremonial Magick â€” Ð¢Ð°Ñ€Ð¾ Ð¦ÐµÑ€ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð½Ð¸Ð°Ð»ÑŒÐ½Ð¾Ð¹ ÐœÐ°Ð³Ð¸Ð¸ 78 cards Jean Duquette.
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